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Work consists of whatever
a body is obliged to do, and
.Play consists of wh&tever a
body is not obliged to do.
Mark Twain
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Prospects of Poem Being Printed Remain Dim;
President Willard Reportedly Opposed
Despite persistent and at times
heated protest on the part of
of the
elements
considerable
Rhode Island College student
body and faculty, indications are
that the now well-known poem
written by an editorial board
member of the Helicon will not
appear in that publication next
month. So v~ntured Miss Nancy
Barry, editor of the Helicon and
one of those who have led the
fight against such an outcome.
Miss Barry based her statement on the refusal of Mr. John
Salesses, advisor to the Helicon,
to allow the controversial poem
to be printed, and on the apparent inability of the Helicon staff
to override or have overridden
his opposition.
The poem in question, written
by Norman Hindley of the Helicon, contains in its final lines
a reference which in ;Mr. Salesses'
the
"transgresses
estimation
bounds of common decency," and
which therefore makes it imfor him to endorse the
possible
in the
poem for publication
Helicon. The Helicon staff, on the
Mr.
other hand, has refuted
Salesses' condemnation, and has
maintained that regardless of the
opinion of any party concerning
the poem itself, an adviser
should not have the power to decide which student literary efforts will or will not be published.
The large majority of people
associated with both the poem
and with poetry in general do
agree that from a literary point
of view the poem in question is
high merit.
of unquestionably
This factor influenced Miss Barry in her decision to not publish
the fall, 1966 issue of the Hell-

con. The Helicon normally publishes twice yearly.
Developments Thus Far
The impending dispute between
the Helicon and Mr. Salesses began more than four months ago.
Early in December the editorial
board of the Helicon made its final decision concerning which
works submitted to it by the
Rhode Island College student
body were most worthy of inclusion in the fall issue of the
magazine. Those works were then
forwarded to Mr. Salesses for
his approval, as required on page
45, Sec. 4a of the Student Handbook ("The editor shall submit
to the Adviser all the material
that the editorial staff proposes
to publish (including art work)
well in advance of the printing
deadline").
It was at this point that Mr.
Salesses disallowed the poem's
publication on grounds that it
"transgressed the bounds of common decency." Both the Student
Faculty
the
and
Handbook
Manual give ·Mr. Salesses, as
adviser to the Helicon, every
right to veto any work which
is his mind is "obscene, libelous,
the bounds of
or trangresses
common decency."
The poem itself thus has become the lesser issue in the eyes
of many since Mr. Salesses undoubtedly is acting within legal
limitations in censoring it. Inthe
those who favor
stead,
poem'$ publication have vehethe existing
mently criticized
college regulation under which
he acted, and have held that
such a regulation is an abridgement of academic freedom.
When repeated appeals by the

Poetry of George Se/eris
Discussed by ·Rex Warner
Brown
The Robert Marshall
Lecture Series, under the direction of Dr. Ronald Ballinger, will
offer a lecture by Rex Warner,
noted Greek scholar, on the poetry
of George Seferis, Tuesday, April
18, at 8:00 p.m., in Mann Auditorium.
Rex Warner, a novelist, translator and poet, has been teachof Coning at the University
1963,
since September
necticut
when he began a one-year tour
as visiting professor of English.
He was named University Professor of English in 1964.
An Oxonian by education, he
was a close associate of W. H.
Auden, Stephen Spender and C.
Day Lewis during his own college
days.
His earlier novels, 'The Wild
Goose Chase," "The Professor,"
and 'The Aerodrome," helped identify him as a worthy successor to

Helicon staff to Mr. Salesses to
allow the poem to be printed met
with failure, the poem's supMiss
porters, and particularly
Barry, 'began to focus their attention on means by which IMr.
Salesses' decision might be overridden. In February, and again
on March 30, Miss Barry took
her case to the college's Ad Hoc
Committee on Student Freedom
in the hope that that body could
initiate legislation which would
change the role of advisers to
publications at this institution.
however,
In both instances,
Miss Barry met with very little
success. The Ad Hoc Committee
is only an advisory body, and as
such can only recommend to the
Rhode Island College Council
changes which it deems in keeping with academic freedom. The
Ad Hoc Committee did forward
to the Council a recommendation
that a multi-membered publications board be established to adjudicate such disputes in the
non-binding
the
but
future,
nature of that proposal makes
conjectural whether or not it
will be adopted. In any case, it
appears extremely dubious that
the proposal will have any bearing on the present controversy.
Dr. Willard Opposed
Neither Acting College President Charles B. Willard nor any
other member of the administration has to this point made en
official statement conceming the
specific stand of the administration as a whole on the matter an indication that in all probability it supports Mr. Salesses'
action. Reliable sources have, in
fact, revealed that Dr. Willard
opposed to the
is personally

poem's being published, although
his specific reasons for opposing
it have not as yet been publicized.
Dr. Willard's probable oposition is still another blow to the
poem's supporters since he would
seem to be the Helicon's only remaining hope of getting the poem
printed before the end of the
academic year. Under
present
the prevailing state of affairs,
however, it seems extremely unlikely that Dr. Willard will reverse Mr. Salesses' decision.
The support which Mr. Salesses
has received from the Willard
does not appear
administration
to carry over to the college's
faculty. As many as twenty
faculty members, a plurality of
them from the English Department, have voiced dissatisflct10n
with the decision to exclude the
poem from the
controversial
pages of the Helicon, and some
reportedly have been working
closely with the Helicon in
planning what steps can be taken
to have the poem published.
Regardless of' the direction of
their sympathies, it can safely be
stated that the faculty generally
does feel strongly one way or the
other on the matter since at
least ten non-Committee members attended last month's Ad
Hoc Committee meeting.
unswerving
Salesses'
Mr.
stand and the manifest inability
of the Helicon staff to have his
opposition overruled, leaves the
Helicon staff, whose stand has
been every bit as steadfast, with
the following alternatives:
1. It could submit to the official
ruling on the poem and print
the magazine (scheduled to
appear next month) with the

poem in question excluded.
Miss Barry has voiced her
extreme reluctance to accept
this course of action since to
do so would be to submit to a
statute which, in her mind, is
overly arbitrary and restricts
academic freedom.
2. It could ignore the official
ruling and print the magazine
with the poem included. Exercising this alternative would
in all probability result in
against
action
disciplinary
Miss Barry who as editor
would have to answer for her
obvious violation of an explicitly stated college regulation.
3. The staff could resign, an
alternative which, barring the
improbable formation of a new
staff, would result in there
being no Helicon at all this
year.
Regardless of which of these
alternatives the Helicon decides
upon, indications are that the
long standing furor is serving to
initiate an eventual revision of
the present role of advisers to
publications, and perhaps advise,:-s
in general, on the Rhode !/lland
College campus. The Ad Hoc
Committee's recent advocacy of
publications
a multi-membered
board comprised of both students
and faculty has thus far met with
very little vocal opposition, although the views of the Rhode
Island College Council on the
proposal remain unforeseeable.
Chances are, however, that barring a sudden and decidedly unexpected turn of events, the
controversial poem will not appear in the spring issue of the
Helicon.

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!
Salesmen from the Belfort Ring Company will be on campus on ·Tuesday, the 18th of April, to take orders for class
rings. Those who do not make it on the 18th will have a chance
on Thursday, the 20th of April. The rings will be ordered now
so as to be received in October. A five dollar deposit is required upon ordering the rings.
Donald Raleigh
Vice President, "69"

==========================I.April

J. B.

Man's Suffering
In -The Circus of Life

Rex Warner

a unique "novelist of
Kafka ideas." During the 1940's, Mr.
Warner produced a book of essays
and socio-political
on literary
Page 5
POETRY

On April 13, 14, and 15, "Religion in Life Week" will present
the play J. B. 1by Archibald MacLeish. J.B. is the modern re-telling
of the Bible story of Job.
The play is in allegory form.
The central character, J. B., is a
middle-aged man who loses his
family and personal fortune, much
as did Job. In addition to these
terrible misfortunes, J. B. suffers
bodily pain and spiritual torment.
The setting for J. B. is a "brokena well-traveled,
down circus,"

to BI C:
C:oming
April 12 - Film, "Requiem For A
Heavyweight" , and Discussion
sponsored by the RIC Chaplaincy Program, 3:00 and 8:00
p.m., Amos· Assembly, Clark
Science.
13, 14, and 15 - "J.B.," by
Archibald MacLeish, presented
by the RIC Chaplaincy program,
· directed by Mr. Roger Klaiber,
8:00 p.m., Roberts Auditorium.

April 18 - Robert Marshall Brown
Lecture Series presents Professor Rex Warner on "The Poetry
circus. In short,
well-established
of George Seferis" 8:00 p.m.,
the circus is life.
Mann Auditorium.
J. B.'s children -die in very
poignant and real situations. One April 18 - Music Recital by the
son is killed in a war. This is
RIC Madrigal singers (Profesas young
especially meaningful
sor George Kent, Director) and
are dying now in a tragic war.
the RIC Wind Ensemble (ProTwo children die in an automobile
fessor John Pellegrino, Director)
accident. This hits home for one
1:00 p.m. Little Theatre, Roberts
reads every day about fatal misAuditorium.
haps on our highways.
There is a modern inevitability, April 16 - 22 - MERP Week
about
even a common-placeness
(Men's Economic Recovery ProPage 4
MAN'S SUFFERING
gram) Women ,beware !!!!!!
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Pai!e Two

EDITORIA·LS
Ad Hoc Committee's Impotence Is Exemplary
Surely among the. most controversial
issues to have ever enveloped the Rhode
Island College campus has been the question of the role of advisers to the various
publications on campus which was spawned
last December when the adviser to the
Helicon rejected for publication a poem
which was unanimously favored for publication by the editorial board of that organization.
If the fast growing ranks of students
and faculty who support the Helicon on
this issue are an accurate indication - and
there is no reason to suppose that they are
not - the consensus of opinion within the
Rhode Island College community is that
the suppresion of the poem is an unmistakable abridgement of academic freedom. The
argument is, and the editorial bop.rd of the
Anchor unanimously agrees, that to place
in the hands of one person the decision of
whether or not any written work should
be published is to endow that person with
constderably more power than should rightfully be his.
Among the most significant and unfortunate aspects of the entire situation has
been, very simply, its life span. Despite
the increasingly unflinching stands taken
by either side on the issue, only a mere
pittance of progress has been made toward
alleviating it during the last four months.
Ip.deed, it seems all but a certainty that
next to nothing will be settled by the end
of the present academic year two months
hence.
The most noteworthy example of the
snail's pace at which. the issue is being
settled has been the actions (if that term
is appropriate) of the sole non-administrative body which has any say in the matter
- the Ad Hoc Committee on Academic
Freedom. On March 30 that body, and it
should be noted that its function is strictly
advisory, met in the Kelley Conference
Room in Roberts Hall to decide what its
recommendation would be on the issue.
After much semantic haggling, the Ad
Hoc Committee, composed ·of faculty, administration and a plurality of student redid make a constructive
presentatives,

I was impressed by his apparent
sincerity particularly when people
him a bit premacongratulated
turely. He seemed to be a very
hard working- man who had an
air of confident but not overwhelming assurance. A politician's
It was nearly three years ago awareness of the people around
when the Anchor took a position him was evident as was his love for
against Gallogly for governor and his son as he introduced an excited
was a beginning blond-headed Christopher. Tiernan
this reporter
a man of calm
typist. Tonight times changed as is apparently
I covered the election of Sen. sophistication, perhaps a man of
the new breed.
Robert 0. Tiernan.
Yes phones rang. People talked.
Instead of being barred from
headquarters in room 226 at the Returns continued. At 9:15 p.m.
Colony Hotel the press. including Senator Clement annQunced "No
the collegiate press, was allowed one comes in now." ev~n with the
in. There was the usual hubbub of special red 'button that Tiernan
election night returns; yet there campaign workers ;wore. Police
was an atmosphere of calm expect- guarded the door as votes were
ancy as nine o'clock approached. recorded.
Soon it was over. At 10:20 the
At 8:55 p.m. Sen Edward F.
campaign noise in the crowded Marco Polo
Tiernan's
Clement,
manager, announced "All I want Room was deafening as the public
is quiet in here." Tension mounted continued to speculate. DiPrete
as phones began to ring and figures workers wandered through crowds
of Tiernan supporters. The known
came in.
•'Tiernan for Congress - Sorry mingled with the unknown. People
no personal calls, just returns." waited. Upstairs, politicians prewas heard over the hushed whis- pared statements.
At approximately eleven o'clock
pers. The man ftom Washington,
senior Congressman St. Germain. the Tiernan party assembled ·before
checked of,f figures as results were television cameras - Senator Pell,
ta:bulated. Adding machines clicked. Congressman St. Germain, Mayor
Wall charts filled with returns - Doorley, Senator Tiernan, Senator
name of town, Tiernan, DiPrete, Clement, and others. Campaign
Voters
Perry. Tension mounted in the workers were thanked.
hot, smoke-filled rooms. Men in were thanked. Tiernan was ahead
shirt sleeves passed those precious by at least five hundred votes.
s1ips of pa-per - the returns. Un- There were 1800 absentee ballots
official returns were marked on still to be counted and it would
charts in pencil. Official ones were take a long week before a decision
written in magic marker. People would be reached and the winner
grew excited, but most were calm, decided. Yet one of the last comskeptical, and waiting. They were ments heard from the Tiernan
playing politics and they knew the part:¥ was "We'll wait and see."
Cool sophistication. Calm speculagame.
Having a chance to speak to tion. The times they are a'changSenator Tiernan for a few minutes ing.

By Lynnann Loveless
are 13tale
Elections
ED NOTE:
news the day after the votes have
been tabulated, but there is a human side to an election too. This is
what I observed.

proposal. It advocated the establishment of
a similarly composed "editorial board"
which in the future would serve the function which the publications advisers serve
under the existing framework.
In the sense that it would end the unduly arbitrary one man veto system which
presently reigns, such a proposal is a step
in. the right direction. Close examination
reveals, however, that the step is a very·
small one. First of all, there is no guarantee
that the Rhode Island College Council will
accept the proposal when it meets in May.
Secondly, and much more significantly, the
proposal if enacted will have no jurisdiction
whatever over the immediate issue. It will
apply only to similar situations which
arise in the future.
The mention of this possible turn of
events is not to find fault with the Ad Hoc
Committee itself. Indeed, the most perceptive members of that body have been
noticeably frustrated by the extent to
which their hands are tied by that very
"advisory." Rather, the
large word Committee's impotence makes crystal clear
the fact that the immediate issue ( the
already rejected poem) has only the very
slightest chance of being satisfactorily adjudicated.
Thus, the dilemna facing the Rhode
Island College student body, and in particular the Helicon, is two-fold. Not only is
a dictatorial college statute impinging upon
their academic freedom, but in addition
they are powerless to do anything about it.
There is, in the end, a crucial distinction to be made between immediate and I,:::::::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;=,
long range action concerning the role of
advisers to publications at this institution.
The college community may well be pleased
that very gradual progress toward a long
MEETING
ANNUAL ffiSTORY ~JORS
range change has been. initiated, but the
The annual meeting for History majors will be held on Wednesday, April 12 at 3:00 P.M. in Craig-Lee 131-132. Important
fact should not go unnoticed that the imannouncements. Department News. New courses. Registration
mediate issue is being pigeon-holed.
information. Uninhi·bited discussion. Visitors Invited.
Only one man at Rhode Island College
Kenneth F. Lewalski,
is sufficiently unconstrained by red tape
Chairman, Department of History
to get that poem printed - acting PresiINTERVIEWS
PLACEMENT
dent Willard. We suggest that he make
The following agencies and school systems will be on ·camuse of his freedom to insure 2550 others a
pus to interview students during the coming week:
·
portion of theirs.
April 13 April 18 -

Too Many Chiefs, Not Enough Indians
The Board of Trustees of State Colleges
has decided to place a Chancellor between
it and the Presidents of the three institutions of higher learning in the state. This
move comes, ·at least partly, in answer to the
action by President Horn of URI calling
for unification of URI and RIC. We at the
Anchor did not support the merger move
and do not support the Chancellor as an
institution separate from the Board of
Trustees.
Rhode Island is a small state. It has one
state University, one state College, and one
state Junior College. These three institutions are under the direction of a Board of
Trustees which consists of unsalaried personnel who have other jobs as well as their
positions on the Board. Instead of setting
up a new office of Chancellor and further
complicating the existing set-up, the Board
should make its Chairmanship a salaried
job. They should make their Chairman the
Chancellor of the State's Higher Education.
This upgrading of the role of the Chair-

1967

Election Night

April 19 April 20 -

Job Corps
Dept.,
Treasury
Investigator
Cranston, R. I.
Killingly, Conn.

Bureau

of

Cu11toms,

Port

Mary G. Davey
man of the Board is desirable because the
Dorothy Zimmering
job of coordinating the college and the
Placement Service
University is becoming more complicated. 1'====================================
In the good old ,days, the College taught
teachers and the University did everything
else. But today, the College is well on its
"An independent student voice." Publishedby the ,tudenh of Rhode IslandCQUege
way to becoming a University. We do not
The editori11lopinions Hpressed on this p119eare solely tho1e opproved by t~e
feel this is harmful to the State or wasteful editori11Ibo11rd of THE ANCHOR, 11nddo not necessuily reflect the view, of
or the Bo11rdof Trustees of State Colleges.
to it. On the contrary, competition between Rhode Island College
j;~::~a~~~t
lead
ihould
University
the
and
the College
to an improvement of both.
But this competition should be controll- f~~:t~}~~~~:::::::::::::::::-:-::::::-i::.-:.-.-.-::::::::::::::::::::::
........Constance Fl11nagan, Ruth O'Brien
E
ed and coordinated by the Board. It would EDITORS-AT-LARG....................................
Lynnann Loveless
Univerthryn A. Ducey
.................................................C 11
not be well for the College and the
ADVISOR .............._______
BIii Kea.Ii
sity to be raiding each other for teachers, PHOTOGRAPHERS................................................................Donna Lyruih,
11
for example, or to be developing identical ~~~~~J~O~G~~-~
~;a~!
MoClliln·
.................................................Freak
programs that could benefit from the larger ADVERTISINGMANAGER ..·--Beattie,
Lynn
Gerri Bergantini,
..................................................................
revenue that could be put into one undupli- REPORT~RS
Linda Chappelle, Bob Berube, Maureen Neville, Beb Wojeik, Ruth Turcotte,
Barbara Theberge, JllJll81
Kennedy,
Mike
Dulude,
Bernie
Arsena~lt,
Roger
program.
cated
Joan Sarro, Francine Stockley, Dick Lawrence, Lind,ey
W~de, J~an S1r_nonelli,
Any Chancellor should be able to speak
Jack Amaral.
and
Mickus
Knight, B1IISmith, Donald Raleigh, Ray
for the Board and the ideal position for MAKE UP STAFF ........................................................Barbara Theberge, Lynn Beattie
such a Chancellor would be the Chairman- Publication Oflicn: Room 203 Student Center, Rhode Island College, Providence,
R. I. 02908. Phone: 831-6600. ·Extension370.
ship of that Board. Another layer of
Represented for national advertising by National Educational Advertisint
bureaucracy is not necessary.
Service, lneorpor11ted.

The ANCHOR

·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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One Hour of Success Happening ls

A Mile a Day l(ey to More Than Enough For This Reporter
On~ Man's Weight Loss·
By Ray Mickus

By Jack Amaral

While three-fourths of the world's people go to bed hungry
every night, we Americans continue to widen our waistlines with
a vast array of fat producing trash. Students at R.I.C. are no
exception to this rule and if you will just take the time to look
around, you are sure to see a number of obese students inhabiting
our campus. Many of these students seem, at least externally, to
be quite complacent with their plumpness, but at least one man
on campus has set out to break loose from the "fat trap." This
young man is nineteen year old Joseph Marques.
When Joe returned to R.I.C. this year as a sophomore he
tipped the scales at an appalling 274 pounds. Being a height of
five feet nine inches, Joe was warned by his physical education
professor, Donald Puretz, that he was some one hundred pounds
overweight, and aw.are of the fact that the death rate for an obese
person is double that of a man of normal weight, Joe decided
that something had to be done before he ate himself into a hospital
bed.
In early October, Joe began a diligent body building program
consisting of weightlifting and running. After six months .of steady
training, Mr. Marques had advanced from the first day of physical
education when he could not even complete a quarter mile run, to
today when he trots a seven minute mile daily and has cut his
weight down from 274 pounds to 206 pounds. It is important, however, if any student feel inspired by this accomplishment, that he
should not try to lose weight by means of a "crash diet," for such
a measure may be harmful to the body. Joe did not pursue such a
diet. Instead, he followed a program of adding fifty yards a day
to his running, continuing weight lifting, and attending the evening
recreational program being offered at Walsh Center where he
participated in intramural basketball. Mr. Puretz stresses the
importance of running to lose weight, pointing out that running on
a perfectly horizontal course at seven miles per hour (which is a
normal trot) will burn up 870 calories per hour while running a
faster 18.9 miles per hour will burn up .9,480 calories per hour.
Perhaps you may feel that losing weight will require a drastic
cut back in your diet, but it is surprising to learn that Mr. Marques
had to make only slight changes in his choice of foods. For instance,
Joe stated that he drank seven glasses of milk per day and by
changing from regular milk, which has one hundred and fifty calories
per glass, to skim milk, which contains seventy five calories per
glass, Joe saved five hundred and twenty five calories just on milk.
WEIGHT LOSS
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Meet the Faculty:

Have you ever been to a Fun
House? If not and you went to the
Happening On Success, you have
yet to see what a Fun House is
like. What about a Crazy House?
I think you will agree that this is
more apropos. The Happening
seemed to be based on a theme of
incoherence and inanity.
For those who missed this "joyous" contrivance, I'll describe my
traumatic experience on attending.
As I was entering Mann Auditorium, I was handed a balloon and a
blank sheet of paper. Not knowing
what the latter was for I proceeded to use it for note-taking.
As I walked into the auditorium,
I was greeted by almost complete
darkness. Being 5 minutes late I
found the "show" to be in progress.
If there were an introduction, I
missed it, although I don't know
what could sensibly describe the
goings-on.
The first thing to hit my eye
was an opaque projection on a
screen. A dish of water was being
moved under the projector to cast
a shadowy movement of ethereal
"delight".
The auditorium was filled to

Of course besides the day-to-day
classes there were other cultural
enrichment activities for the entire
group of children.
Mrs. Dowling, indeed, has been
active in many branches of education including the National Teach.ers Corps where she helped to train
Providence School Teachers as coopera ting teachers for Corps members. The program is basically designed to help culturally disadvantaged children and is presently
in existence in Providence.
When I first asked Mrs. DowMEET THE FACULTY

that no one had
remembered the principles of adhesion and the laws of gravity
which they had "learned" from
their physics or physical science
courses. Alas, down it came, probably to everyone's delight, except
the gaping "artists".
Movies and pictures were flashed on the stage, on the walls, and
on the ceiling in an erratic manner
causing one's eyeballs to bounce
off the inner chambers of the skull.
If you felt something hard in your
throat, it was probably your eyeball.
Activities were not always isolated. There may have been more
than one activity occurring at the
same time, although certain skits
were highlights of the moment.
Examples of the former were girls
bouncing a basketball on the stage
and a girl pretending to ,be a ballerina.
An example of a highlight was a
group of people running abo1,1t
chasing a light· which was being
projected here, there, and everywhere. As they saw the light they
would shout, "Over there!" and

It was unfortunate

HAPPENING
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1 ------------------------------

''Sugar-foot Stomp"_
En •·vens Lecture
1

someonbya this
seating
leca seat
I found plus
time. Ascapacity
tern, I was noticing movement all
about me. A student on an extremely high ladder, almost near
the ceiling, was holding a blinking
light, the type that is found on
By Francis P. Ford
metal horses that warn motorists
"The 1920's decade was a tenof construction or other dangers.
year long weekend party," which
In the hearing department, there
grew out of the disillusionment of
was a nondescript voice uttering
World War I and which did not
ejaculations such as "Lord I am
end until the Stock Market Crash
of 1929. This was the theme of
Dr. Lillian Bloom's speech to a
large audience at the latest session
of the History Colloquium in Mann
Auditorium, Saturday, April 1.

''I ·Like People Around"
dium are kept in mind, educationBy Lynnann Loveless
Her office is like Grand Central al television has merits that outstation. Students are always pop- way its disadvantages. It should
ping in to see if she has any new be mentioned here that Mrs. Dowbooks they can borrow. People mis- ling took a course in educational
take her for a secretary, but Mrs. TV several years ago at Brown
Dowling takes it all with a smile and was one of ten teachers in the
and a ready "Hi!" Personality plus state chosen to prepare a series of
is the most accurate edscription I programs for Channel 6 in a sumcan give Mrs. Richard J. Dowling, mer workshop. The programs were
biology instructor, practicum pro-_ a challenge to Mrs. Dowling, for
fessor, student-teaching supervisor, they were a series of history proand student-teaching seminar co- grams.' She said she learned a lot
ordinator. She says "I like people of history that summer and prearound." and they are around. Who sumably so did those who watched
can resist her willingness to help, the programs.
Although Mrs. Dowling is interto answer questions, to give adested .in secondary education, her
vice?
Mrs. Dowling has been at Rhode interests are not oriented to sciIsland College for three years. Be- ence alone. In the summer of 1964
fore coming here, she taught for she worked with high IQ underfour years in the Warwick School achievers in a program sponsored
System teaching math, science, by Brown University and the Warand biology in junior and senior 'wick School Department. The obhigh. Her primary interest is in ject of the program was to find out
education, particularly on the se- through a variety of experiences
condary level. She decided to how to motivate these underteach on the college level in order achievers to go back to the classto help train good biology teachers room and achieve. The results of
and to share some of her experi- the study are as yet unknown, but
ences with them. She says that mo- the program certainly seemed indern biology because of its com- teresting. It was a type of cultural
plexity (e.g. bio-chemistry and bio- enrichment program. There were
physics) cannot be spoonfed to stu- twenty youngsters per teacher.
dents as the old biology was; there- The children had complete freefore we need to produce above dom - even to eating lunch in
average, not average biology tea- the classroom. Each of the four
teachers was free to develop her
chers.
Mrs. Dowling feels at home with own methods. Mrs. Dowling took
the television programs in biology her students on field trips, let them
here and feels that if the cUITicu- stuff mice and rats, and let them
lum is designed properly and the work in the laboratory. In short,
advantages of the television me- she used a field biology approach.

not worthy." There may-have been
a flare of poetry .or prose but since
the acoustics weren't what they
could have been, it was hard to
tell. The voice might have been
meant to have a mesmerizing and
the
psychic effect. Intermittantly,
voice was interrupted by caterwauling which sounded like Bob
Dylan records. The verse-vomiting
voice plus the wailing was enough
to give one an hypnotic migraine.
Mann had a Greenwich Village atmosphere.
The back wall of the stage and
the left side wall of the auditorium were covered with drawing
paper equivalent to perhaps 35 feet
by 10 feet to which RIC's aspiring
"artists" were dribbling all kinds
of "pretty" pictures with drippy
paint brushes. The "artists" working on the back wall of the stage
were adding more and more paper
on the top of the previous works of
"art". This is where the highlight
of the show came in. The added
weight of the paper which was
continuously being added throughout the show was just too much
for the tenacious tape that was
clinging to the wall •for dear "life."

Dr. Bloom, who is a member of
the RIC English Department, received her doctorate from Brown
University · and has taught previously at Queen's University in New
York and at the University of
Rhode Island. She has wriften articles on Eighteenth Century Enand Twentieth
glish literature
Century American Literature and
co-authored with her husband.
Although her topic had been
li_sted as "The Angry Muse - the
of the Twenties and
Literature
Thirties," she decided to limit herself to a discussion of the Twenties since there was not time in

Mrs. Richavd J. Dowling

one morning for a review of both
decades. "I want to analyze this
period through its literature," she
stated as she began to describe
the "revolt in manners and upheaval in morality" that characterized
the decade. It should interest the
mini-skirters .of today that the
New York Times, in 1920, decided
that ladies' dresses, which were
nine whole inches above the
ground, were beyond decency.
Another important trait of the
period, according to Dr. Bloom,
was the invasion of the Saxophone,
the Trumpet, and · the Drum into
music. As Dr. Bloom was saying
these words, a w'ild sound, later
identified as a Louis Armstrong
"Sugar-foot
of the
rendition
Stomp," emanated from a portable
recorder concealed somewhere on
the premises. This jazz proved a
crowd-pleaser.
But jazz was just part of the life/
of the Twenties. "It was important to be seen and heard about."
important.
Parties were extr~ely
This part of the Twenties was captured by F. Scott Fitzgerald in
"The Great Gatsby," according to
Dr. Bloom. In that novel, Nick
Gatsby represents the "pathetic
phoniness of the American dream
in the 1920's." As described by
Fitzerald, it was a period of "Flaming Youth" and of the flapper.
Another writer of the period, Ernest Hemingway, represents the
feeling of futility which had grown
out of the country's experience in
the War and which dominated the
decade of the Twenties. Hemingway was an ambulance driver in
Italy and was wounded in 1918.
"His awareness of death ... had
separated him from his American
past. It had radically altered his
entire view of the world he had
re-entered. It was a rebirth."
This futility, according to Dr.
Bloom, is displayed in the last
scene of Hemingway's A Farewell
to Anns. This scene is dominated
by death until there is nothing left
SUGAR-FOOT
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Technical Skill, Outstanding Ch?reography
Highlight ~wo-night Stand of Dance Concert
By Sharon Fennessey

This year's dance concert was
warmly received. The company is
smaller this year than usual, and
the technical calibre of most of
the dances was more demanding
than in any previous year. The
high morale of the entire company
was evident in the zest of ·the
dancing and in the pace of the
program. The staging and technical aspects of the program were
excellent. Mr. Angelo Rosati, Miss
Billie Ann Burrill, and others who
assisted in this production deserve
special applause.
THE SHAKERS was outstanding
in the Saturday night performance
of the company. The dance began
as an adagio devotional and built
in dynamics as successive dancers
experienced religious revelations.
The tempo built to a point of
frenzy at the climax. Meredith
Thayer, an experienced dance accompanist, astutely sensed the excitement and paced the accelerating tempo for Miss Doris Hlavsa,
accordianist,- and Linda Orzechow·
ski, soloist.
The second half of the program
WATER
by
introduced
was
STUDY. The audience seemed
very aware of the silence during
the first few minutes of the dance,
but soon the movement patterns

developed and the stage was filled
with surging dance themes. The
colors of water (blue, grey, and
blue-green) were •intensified by the
movement. The spontaneous applause was a tribute to both the
technical skill of the dancers and
the choreography of Doris Humphrey.
The striking orange of the set,
the hot pink of girl's costumes, and
the brilliant yellow of the men's
shirts set the mood of DICHOwas
TOMY. J6an McLaughlin
especially telling in !her sharp
portrayal of the protagonist. The
strong patterns of Steve Jennings
and Kevin Fennessey moved dramatically through areas of low
and high illumination.
REGLIDING,
BOUNDING,

Weight Loss

Sugar-foot

(Continued

from Page 8)

Scene from the

(Continued

fro~

Page 8)

(By the way, I have been informed but death.
War experience
Hemingway's
that the coffee milk in the cafedislike for the
teria is skim milk, so you may diet also left him with
with ease). Joe also drank about phoniness of glory. "Hemingway
four bottles of soda a day and a waged an unrelenting' but losing
switch from regular soda to diet war against phoniness." He felt
soda saved him one hundred and that the "glory words" were unforty eight calories a day in this important. This demonstrates that
beverage.
the "post-War generation felt it
Today, after losing sixty eight had been victimized by a gross lie."
pounds Joe is reported to be a
The problem of the War was an
fairly good athlete, an attribute ever-constant one during the dethat could not be developed under cade in literature. Ot1e of the best
his prior condition. For a time, sellers of the period w'as All Quiet
Mr. Puretz was so surprised at on the Western Front, described
Joe's rapid loss of weight that he by Dr. Bloom as "a terribly gloomy
feared the student was skipping novel." This preoccupation with the
some of his three regular meals War led to literature which was
and Mr. Puretz resorted to the "overly simple." A desire for esof vitamins. Mr. cape merged with the interest in
administering
Marques is not satisfied with his the War and led to the feeling of
present :weight; he has set his boredom described in Hemingway's
goal at' one hundred and seventy The Sun Also Rises. This novel dispounds but has compromised with plays the "nothingness"
of life.
Mr. Puretz at one hundred and "Life was rigged against Hemingeighty pounds - about average way's heroes and yet they w.ould
for his height and bone structure. not give in."
As of the first of March, Joe
Another important trend in the
has 'been losing weight at the rate period was the introduction of the
of five pounds -a :week and com- ideas of Freud into the cocktail
pared to early October, when he life. These ideas became distorted.
lost nine pounds a week, this may "Insecurity, sadism, Oedipus Comseem discouraging. The slowdown plex, uninhibited sex-life" became
in weight-loss is due to the fact new key words. "Individual responthat since he is smaller now, he sibility became subordinate to an
needs less calories to exercise and interest in oneself." Part of this
therefore loses weight less rapidly. revolution was a revolution in wo_If you are tired of lugging your men's attitudes. For example, in
weight around, and think seriously Ben Heck's Gargoyle, love and
of the lavishness you live in while faithful marriage were depicted as
a cowardice, and, in Douglas Goldstart
help
starve,
others
R.LC. Weightwatchers Club. Mr. ing's Facade, science is depicted as
Puretz will be pleased to give his having found the "disease" of love
supervision to a .weight-loss pro- to be curable. This rebellion of
gram which would be free of women is also seen in Floyd Dell's
charge to both men and women Love in Greenwich Village in which
on the campus. While you are a husband asks his w'ife to sew
thinking over such a step, you buttons and his wife has to leave
should be watching your in-be- because of this insulting request. '
tween snacks, and getting plenty
Dr. Bloom summed up the Deof exercise ( especially running) ,
by saying that it was unhapcade
and perhaps it won't be long before
you too can boast of such an ad- py because no new set of values
mirable feat as Joe Marques has had been found to replace the old
ones that wer:e being torn down.
accomplished.

a

Man's Suffering
(Continued

from Page 1)

these deaths. J. B., as any parent,
questions such senseless deaths.
"Why did my children die so cruel
a death?" In a larger perspective,
the question is raised: "Why does
man suffer 'unjustly'?" Does he
suffer "unjustly" at all? Perhaps
the answer lies in man's frail,
imperfect humanity.
Although based on a biblical
tale, J. B. uses little scripture.
Scripture is used primarily in the
beginning of the play where God
and Satan are represented as a
popcorn vender and a balloon man
respectively. In this opening sequDance Concert
ence, "God" and "Satan" refer to
BOUNDING was technically de- J.B. as Job.
are
characters
Supplementary
manding and beautifully danced.
The lighting design moulded the are added to the traditional tale
dancers and accented the changing including an "off shage voice" or
patterns of duets, trios and quin- narrator. The play is rendered in
tets. The humorous coda was ,free verse with some prose. The
set has minimal props and a "cen-introduced by a breath-taking,
one-handed lift of Judy Roberts iby ter ring" which, according to the
---------------------------Gene Hall
INCONSTANCY was choreographed by Suzanne Willis and Joan
McLaughlin. It made a biting
group restatement ,concerning
jection. In contrast, ESPECIALLY
FOR FUN was just what the title
gailyThe circular,
suggested.
colored set enhanced the bright
interplay of Barbara Eno, Mary
Jane McGrath, and Ellen Kenahan.
John Wilson was outstanding in
his role as the murderer ,in ISOLATES. Gail Mirnacca, Nancy
Nielson, Karen Taylor and Ernest
Begin danced with skill in supporting roles.

director, Mr. Roger Klaiber, symbolizes the "all-inclusive world."
Faculty and students are well
represented in a large cast. Mr.
Winfield Scott plays the central
figure of J. B., while Lillian Ruggieri appears in her last RIC
production as his wife. Dr. Robert
Comery has the rather awesome
task of playing God (Zeus). Ted
Ford has the no less difficult job
of portraying Satan (Nickles). The
chaplains, Father
two resident
Vincent Maynard and Mr. Richard
Peck, act as two "advisors" to J. B.
Mr. Roger Klaiber, assistant
professor of Speech, is the producer and director of the play.
Alpha Psi is handling all technical
as~cts. J. B. is an independent
production and therefore not financed by college funds.
J. B. is scheduled for April 13
through April 15 as a part of the
"Religion in Life Week." The
place is Roberts Hall Auditorium,
the time is 8:15 p.m. Admission is
$1.00 for adults and $.75 for all
students.

First

Choice

Of The

Engageables

Coffee House
Opening
Sunday night, April 16, the
Rhode Island College Coffee House
will re-open with an evening of entertainment presented by members
of the faculty, including Mr. Coleman, Mr. Raboy, Mr. Blank and
Mr. Dostourian. After being closed
for three weeks, the Coffee House
will now be open every night, presenting various types of entertainment such as jazz, lectures, panel
workshops,
reading
discussions,
and folk music.
Also appearing during opening
week will be Ken Lyons - an old
favorite of the Coffee House and
the college. On Wednesday, April
19, the Mathewson St. Players will
present "Christ in the Concrete
City," a play concerned with social
injustice.

REG

I STEREO

ak:e

~12s
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RINGS

OIAMONO

They like the smart styling and
the guaranteed perfect center
diamond .. _ a brilliant gem
of fine color and modern
cut.· The name, Keepsake,
in your ring assures lifetime
sqtisfaction-. Select yours at
y<;>urKeepsake Jeweler's store.
He's in the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."

Meet the Faculty
(Continued

from Page 3)

ling for an interview, she said she
really hadn't done anything but
would be willing to be interviewed.
I tend to think she was a bit modest in her statement. Perhaps few'
people know that she is a former
Miss Pawtucket and was Miss Congeniality in a Miss Rhode Island
Pageant. She said she entered the
for
Pageant
Miss Pawtucket
"kicks" and was surprised to see
that she had won; however it is
easy to see how she won the Miss
Congeniality title.
Mrs. Dowling received her A.B.
from Emmanuel College and her
M.A. from the University of Connecticut. We will call her our own
Miss Congeniality for having patiently put up with endless ques~
tions and sittings for the Anchor.
When we were leaving, she added
"Come back and have a cup of coffee with me some time." We will,
Mrs. Dowling. We w'ill.

~ow

TO PLAN YOUR~GAG

EMENT AN; W-;;DIN~

send ne"'."2,9-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage- I
I Please
ment and Wedding and new 12-page full color folder both for
25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. I
I only
I
I Name________________
Address __ -:-----------------1 City________________
1-state _________
L~EEPSAKE ~MoN~1~,

---Lip _______

I
I

~x~,SYRACUSE, N.:.,::_.~o:J
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VeteranStuddedGollTeam
l son
EzpectingSuccessfuSea
Senior George Tr~anor holds
By Mike Kennedy
down the number three position.
IsRhode
the
in,
rolls
spring
As
Treanor, like Shea and Sanders,
land College golf team prepares to
has plenty of experience as this is
and
coach
Both
open its season.
his third season of college varsity
and
c
captain are highly optimisti
competition. Treanor is another
l
are expecting a highly successfu
consistent golfer who is strong in
season.
all areas.
.optihigh
such
for
The reason
Captain Bobby Sutcliffe mans
reare
mism is that five starten;
the number four spot. Like the
squad
turning from last year's
others Sutcliffe has plenty experwhich finished third in the New ience as this is his fourth year on
England State College Athletic the squad. Sutcliffe, who someConference. Also last year's league times is short on his drives, makes
and
Salem State
powerhouses
up for it on the green with his
Worcester State were both hit by ability to knock home the long
graduations and their strength has putts.
been weakened.
Junior Bruce Page holds the
The number one position is held fifth and last position. Page is a
down by a Junior, Ed Shea. Shea, fine golfer who wins his share and
a veteran of three years c.ompeti- is expected to be a great help this
tion, is a steady and consistent season.
player who often uses his long
Dick Danforth is this year's aldrives to great advantage.
ternate and he is backed up by a
The second position belongs to few candidates who are ~een to be
second year man John Sanders. giving the squad good depth.
Newly appointed athletic direcSanders, a sophomore, is another
consistent golfer who hits them tor, Bill Baird, has assumed coachwell from all over. As a schoolboy ing responsibilities and is highly
Sanders was a member of East optimistic about the team's forProvidence's championship teams tunes. With the experience, abiliof 1964 and 1965 thus giving him ty, and depth, Baird feels the team
plenty of experience in competi- has a good shot at the conference
championship.
tion.

From The Sports Desk:

Only Four of That Ten Dollar
Hike ·will Go To Athletics
Not long after sunrise nine days ago, the Rhode
Island College baseball team 'boarded a bus outside
Walsh Gymnasium and departed for New York City
and a 3:00 p.m. engagement with St. John's University. About an hour before noon, the entourage entered a downtown hotel near ~e corner of. West
48th Street and Broadway which would serve as
the squad's lodging for the night following the
game. The long vertical sign attached to the side
of the building read "Hotel Flanders."
Everything considered, the New York segment_
of the team's swing to New York and Philadelphia
could have gone more smoothly. Not only did the
Anchormen get clobbered 13-0 by a highly touted
St. John's nine, but more than one of them spent at
least a few minutes freeing their rooms of cockroaches once they returned to the Hotel Flanders.
For although that establishment was not far from
downtown Manhattan, it in no way resembled the
touch of class which we usually associate with the
center of the nation's most populous city.
Granted, after some already mentioned extermination, the rooms were clean, but had a fire broken
out the place would have burned to the ground in
world's record time, and the physical cleanliness of
the rooms by no means carried over to the human
elements which frequented the lobby and sidewalk
outside. Indeed, the Philadelphia YMCA in which
the team stayed on Tuesday night was the Statler
Hilton by comparison.
FISCAL CRISIS

1

That Rhode Island College's baseball team had
little choice but to stay in a hotel whose heydey
was probably around the turn of the century is the
most recent example of why this college's athletic
department needs more money. During the present
academic year, the athletic department's slice of the
more than $71,000 total activities allocation was
$21,000 - a figure which in relation to the needs
on hand has made possible 1mrvival, barely.
The trouble began last September when an unexpectedly large number of accepted members of
the Class of 1970 decided to go elsewhere for their
college education. This development significantly
depleted the amount of money forthcoming from
the $30 activities fee which every student pays
yearly. Since the activities fee is the sole source
of funds for all but a few of the organizations on
campus (the notable exceptions are the various
religious groups), a situation ,bordering on insolvency faced the Finarn;e Comimtttee when it came time
to allocate the money on hand.
Very few organizations got as much as they
the athletic department
wanted. In particular,
suffered since it had been promised one-third of
the total activity fee, had planned accordingly, and
then was told that short of printing its own specie,
the previously specified one-third was not forthcoming.
The most amenable solution to this general and general it is - financial crisis is the recently
proposed ten dollar hike in the student activity fee.
Contrary to the misinformed thoughts of many,

(Continued from Page S)

would proceed to chase it. If they
got close to it, they would make
obeisance to it.
Another example : One individual
was connected to a group of people by ropes. Qn the stage was a
pitcher hanging from a rope. The
to get it
individual attempted
while the others restrained him by
pulling on the ropes, calling to
the legendary
mind Tantalus,
Greek King who was condemned
to Tartarus by Zeus. There he suffered thirst and hunger in the presence of water and fruit which he
could not reach.
Still another example was the
recitation of three distinct works
in unison by three members of the
cast. It was as intelligible as some
lectures given by particular professors. All during the performance
"junk," used for props, was carried
off the stage unceremoniously by

NCAA AND ECAC

Still, the proposed increase for athletics does
far out outstrip any other single increase. Other
than avoiding places like the Hotel Flanders, why
is so much more money needed?
This question has already been partially answered in that tihe $21,000 on hand this year has
led practically to a 'bread and water existence. The
baseball team, for instance, has uniforms which
look very much like the ones the San Francisco
Giants wore when they were still in New York, and,
talk about indignities, two of them (those worn by
John Deluca and Art Pontarelli) have the same
number on the back.
Aside, however, from the decidedly tattered
nature of its equipment, the athletic department
has a much more ·costly consideration to keep in
mind. By July 1, 1967 Rhode Island College must
join both the National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NCAA) and the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC). :Most of its fellow competitors in the New England State College Athletic
Conference already have joined •both, and if the
Anchormen were not to do likewise, it would be
similar to the Red Sox skipping to the Mexican
League. The college's various teams would no longer
'be able to compete in the NESCAC, since NCAA
and ECAC schools engage only fellow mem:bers.
Athletically speaking, Rhode Island College would
be a non-entity.
Needless to say, membership in either of these
prestigious organizations will not come on a wing
and a prayer. Both have rather formidable membership fees which must be footed, to say nothing of
the increased sums of money which visiting teams
- especially in the case of 'basketball - will have
to be guaranteed.
All in all, the proposed ten dollar increase in the
activity fee which the students of Rhode Island
College will vote on next week is concomitant IWith
progress. A "yes" vote is an endorsement for -a college on the way up. A "no" :vote is an endorsement
for the Hotel Flanders.

athletics will not be the sole beneficiary of the
boost, since, indeed, everybody ,wants more money
"people."
and can justify their demands almost to the penny.
Also, during this enrapturing
EQUALIZING SUPPL¥ AND DEMAND
hour, music representing different
Some of you are probably from Missouri, howinstyles was played. These styles
ever, so let us examine the situation more closely
eluded classics, rock-and-roll, folk, and in terms of dollars and cents.
etc. Also during the performance
our "friend" on the ladder was
Happenings to
throwing paper airplanes into the were supposed to, so "human" in- there are any more
heart! Nothing
take
,
produced
Evenbe
them.
have
replace
to
would
had
which
sertions
feat
a
,
audience
than this last perclimaxed the afternoon had some- tually the balloon went off into could be worse
.
big
a
formance
got
everyone
one.
by
and
eye
air
the
the
one been struck in
This showed a slight lack of fore- thrill out of it which was apparent
by the silence. Soon the lights
sight.
The finale didn't go off as ex- .were on and everyone ,began filing
pected. A lot of junk was set up in out of the place.
(Continued from Page 1)
This incoherent and haphazard
juxtaposition for a chain-reactionnew
not
was
n
confusio
au"The Cult of Power."
of
the
topics,
from
rendition
People
.
type situation
His more recent novels include
dience as well as part of the crew to me as I've had several courses
were also involved. The idea was in which the professors set up their "Pericles, the Athenian," and "The
not Young Caesar, Imperial Caesar."
to start an initial reaction which lecture patterns likewise. It's
idea The latter won for him the James
would in turn set off another reac- too hard to figure where the
from. In Tait Black Memorial Prize for the
tion and so on. The end result was for this Happening came
the best English novel of 1960.
about
feelings
my
to
addition
which
cleaner
vacuum
a
to turn on
students
would blow up a large balloon show, I also overheard
Shortly after World War II Mr.
were leavwhich would go sailing into the talking about it as they
director of the
s of those Warner became
"twilight zone" over our heads. ing. The general concensu
Athens and a
in
Institute
British
short
far
fell
it
Some of the precision-placed ap- overheard was that
Seferis. This
Mr.
of
If
friend
Love.
close
On
paratus refused to· do what they of the Happening

Golf Coach Bill Baird

Happening

The athletic department is asking for an increase
for
1966-67. The combined remainder of the college's
organizations, however, are asking for an increase
of close to $14,000 above and beyond that figure. In
other words, and each and every one of them can
justify their claims, some $33,600 more will be
needed to adequately finance Rhode Island College's
various organizations during the coming academic
year than in 1966-67.
In some total, then, slightly more than $104,000
will be needed to keep the extra-curricular wheels
turning at this institution next year. The sole means
of realizing that figure is to step up the activities
fee from $30 to $40 per student, an action which in
view of the 2800 students anticipated to enroll next
September will provide $112,000. (The difference,
in case you've suddenly decided to run for Senate,
comprises an indispensable working capital from
which Senate meets unforeseen expenditures, e.g.,
I.D. Cards, formation of new organizations, etc.) It
can be seen, therefore, that the $19,600 increase
which athletics is asking is only about 43% of the
total increase which the ten dollar hike will make
possible. Thus, R.I.C. students will not be paying
$10 extra for athletics. They will be paying $4.30
extra for athletics.
of some $19,600 over the $21,000 it received

Poetry

friendship. led to Mr. Warner's
numerous translations of Seferis
and the former's reputation as the
of
translator
most authoritative
the great Greek poet.
Mr. Warner's contributions to
Greek culture and literature won
for him a commandership ' in
Greece's Royal Order of the Phoenix.

Beyond his achievements as a
creative artist, !Mr. Warner has
broad experience on the campus.
He has lectured at the Technical
University of Berlin, taught widely in England and recently held a
visiting professorship at Bowdoin
College, Maine. He is now working
on a novel based on the life and
times of St. Augustine.
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Errors Are Costly As Anchormen Drop Two
Pontarelli Loses To LaSalle;
All Six Runs Are Un·earned

St. John's Exploits Walks,
Defensive Lapse~, Wins 13-0
The 1967 Rhode Island College
baseball season began on a parnote last
inauspicious
ticularly
Monday afternoon when a talented
St. John's University squad handed the Anchormen a 13-0 beating
in New York. A combined 18 strikeout performance by Dick Napolitano and Joe Berico and shoddy
defensive work on the part of the
were the prime inAnchormen
gredients in a win which raised
St. John's so far perfect record
to 4-0.
The Redmen, who at the outset
of the season were ranked tenth
nationally in the National AssoAthletics
ciation of Intercollegiate
scored
division,
college
major
three runs in the first inning and
never stopped scoring all afternoon. Wildness on the part of
R.I.C. starter Ed Wnuk played a
major role in St. John's pushing
across those first three runs, as
Wnuk walked three of the first
four men to face him. The verdict
was then quickly settled as Redmen third baseman John Permakoff lined a single to center field
to give his team a 2-0 lead.
Wnuk seemed to be undaunted
by his first inning problems as he
retired St. John's in order in the
second, but disaster struck again
in the third and fourth frames. In
the third, two walks, an error, an
infield hit and two wild pitches
gave St. Jdhn's a pair of tainted
1:uns, and in the fourth a walk, an
infield hit, an error, a wild pitch
and a passed ball resulted in three
more. Any doubt concerning the
game's eventul;ll outcome had vanished at this point.
Razza and Roche Get Only Hits
Meanwhile, R.I.C. bats were cona
spicuously silent. Napolitano,
righthanded junior who reportedly
has improved immensely over last
year, mesmerized the Anchormen
with a sneaky fast ball and a
s'harp breaking curve. Coach Donald Puretz's charges could reach
him for only two hits in the seven
innings he worked, and no fewer
than fifteen of them were strikeout victims. Co-Captains Ron Razza and Butch Roche were the only
two hitters to gain base hits off
Napolitano, Razza singling in the
third inning and Roche in the
fourth. After the fourth inning
Napolitano and his successor, Berico, were in complete control.

Errors once again proved dis- co-captain Butch · Roche lined a
field. Gorgone
astrous as the Rhode Island Col- single to right
lege baseball team completed its forced Besachio at third and Bob
"southern swing" by dropping a Fuoroli struck out, 'but Chris Swis6-1 decision to LaSalle College on tak beat oµt another infield hit to
April 5 in Philadelphia. T'he An- load the bases. The threat ended,
chormen committed six very costly however, when Bob Marchand hit
errors during the course of the into a for-ee play.
game, and LaSalle ca~hed in on
The Anchormen left the bases
Gorgone pitched the final 4 1/3
three of them in gaining their six loaded again in the eighth. Deluca
innings and he too was not hanruns, all unearned. The defeat came struck out, but reached first base
dled with particular care by either
close on the heels of a 13-0 loss when the ball got past catcher
St. John's or his teammates. The
to St. John's University in which Tom Sloan. Ervin retired PontarelRedmen reached him for seven
five R.I.C. errors led to six un- li and Ron. Razza, but Besachio
singles - they did not get an exearned runs.
poked a change up into left field
game
entire
the
in
hit
base
tra
LaSalle wasted little time in for his second hit of the game.
support
fielding
- but with better
capitalizing upon Anchormen mis- Roche followed by coaxing Ervin
Gorgone would not have yielded
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Although the final 13-0 score
might indicate to the contrary,
R.I.C. pitchers Wnuk and Ray Gorgone were far from open books
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DAVID P. MASI '60

Ten Hits,

All Singles

These dificiencies and some already mentioned control trouble
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